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In a recent paper I generalized Roth’s well-known theorem on rational 
approximation to an algebraic number (Y in two dual directions. Namely, I 
proved a theorem on simultaneous rational approximation to m algebraic 
numbers o[~ ,..., LYE, and a theorem on liiear forms L(x) = DL~X~ + ... + a,,,~,~ + 
x,,+~ . In the present paper I shall carry the argument further and I shall prove 
similar results for systems of linear forms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose n, U, 2, are positive integers with 
n=u+u. (1) 
Let L,(x),..., L,(x) be linear forms in x = (x1 ,..., x,) with real coefficients. 
The rank of these forms is the maximum number of linearly independent 
forms among them. Assume at the moment that the rank is a. By 
reordering the variables we may assume that the n linear forms x1 ,..., x, , 
L 1 ,..., L, are linearly independent. By Minkowski’s theorem on linear 
forms (See, e.g., [l, Chap. III, Theorem III]) there is for every Q > 0 an 
integer point x # 0 with 
I xi I < Qv (1 < i < 4 and ] L,(x)\ < Q+ (1 < j < 4, 
and with the constant in < depending only on L1 ,..., L, . Writing 
I x I = max(l x1 I ,..., 1 X, 1) we obtain 
IxlQQ’ and I Lj(x)l < Q-u (1 <j d 9, (2) 
and hence 
I Ldx)l < I x WV (1 <j < v). (3) 
Since Q in (2) may be taken arbitrarily large, the inequalities (3) have 
infinitely many solutions in integer points x # 0. 
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It is easy to see that (2) and (3) still have solutions if L, ,..., L, have 
rank less than v. More precisely, if L, ,,.., L, have rank r. then we may 
replace (3) by 
1 Lj(X)l < 1 x I-(+7)/r (1 <j d 4. (4) 
When r < v, this is stronger than (4). 
Suppose now that L, ,..., L, are linear forms with real algebraic coeffi- 
cients. We shall call L, ,..., L, a Roth system if for every 6 > 0 the in- 
equalities 
1 L,(x)1 < I x l-(+)-s (1 <jGv) (5) 
have only finitely many solutions in integer points x. Roth’s theorem [6] 
on rational approximation to an algebraic number says precisely that for 
u=v=l, n = 2, the single form L(x) = olxl - x2 is a Roth system if 
(31 is an algebraic irrationality. 
We shall say that L1 ,..., L, have rank r on a subspace S of Rn if the 
restrictions of L, ,..., L, to Shave rank r. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose L, ,..., L, have real algebraic coe@cients. Neces- 
sary and suficient for L, ,..., L, to be a Roth system is that on every rational 
subspace Sd of dimension d with 1 < d < n, the forms L, ,..., L, have rank 
r satisfying 
r 3 dvln. (6) 
The necessity of the condition is easy to see: By applying an inequality 
analogous to (4) to the lattice of integer points in 9, we obtain infinitely 
many integer points x # 0 in Sd with 
/ L,(x)1 < 1 x I--(d-W = 1 x Il--(d/T) (1 <j < 0). 
Now if we have r < dv/n, say r = dun-l(l + 8)-l, then 
1 &(x)1 < I x plm+~) < 1 x pl~)-~ (1 <.cj < 4, 
and L, ,..., L, is not a Roth system. 
When u = I, the condition (6) simply says that r 3 1, and hence it 
means that L,(x) # 0 for every integer point x f 0. We therefore have 
the following 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose L(x) is a linear form in x = (x1 ,..., x,) with 
real algebraic coefjicients which has L(x) # 0 for every integer point x =# 0. 
Then for every 6 > 0 there are only jinitely many integer points x # 0 
with 
1 L(x)1 < I x j--(+-1)--6. (7) 
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This result had also been obtained as the corollary to Theorem 2 of my 
recent paper [9]. 
Now suppose u = 1, and consider the forms 
Lj(X) = ajx, - xj (1 <j < v = II - l), 
where 01~ ,..., a, are algebraic and 1, 01~ ,..., aV linearly independent over 
the rationals. Let S” be a rational subspace of R” of dimension v = n - 1. 
If L, ,..., L, would satisfy a nontrivial relation pIL, + .m. + puL, = 0 
on Sv, then (plq + ... + puaV) xn - plxl - *.. - pux, = 0 on S”. 
Since S” is defined by a single homogeneous linear equation with integer 
coefficients, this would imply that p1q + a.. + P,,CQ , p1 ,..., pV were 
proportional to an integer point. Since 1, cyl ,..., 01, are linearly independent 
over the rationals, this is impossible. Hence L, ,..., L, have rank u on S”. 
It follows that on every rational subspace Sd of dimension d with 1 6 d < v, 
the forms L, ,..., L, have rank I = d. The conditions (6) are thus satisfied, 
the forms L, ,..., L, are a Roth system, and we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose 01~ ,..., 01,~~ are algebraic, with 1, oil ,..., 01,-~ 
linearly independent over the rationab. Then for every 6 > 0 there are 
onlyfinitely many integer points x = (x1 ,..., x,) with x, > 0 and with 
j a+, - xj ) < X;(ll(Q-l))-s 
(1 Gj < n - 1). (8) 
This had also been the corollary to Theorem 1 of [9]. 
2. INTRODUCTION (CONTINUED) 
Let L1 ,..., L, be linear forms in x = (x1 ,..., x,J with real coefficients. 
Let c1 ,..., c, be reals with 
Cl + -.* + c, = 0. (9) 
By Minkowski’s theorem on linear forms, there is for every Q > 0 an 
integer point x # 0 with 
I &WI Q Q” (1 < j < n), (10) 
with the constant in < depending only on the determinant of the forms 
L L,. 1 >*.., 
We shall say that (L, ,..., L, ; c1 ,..., c,) is a general Roth system if 
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L I ,..., L, have algebraic coefficients and if for every 6 > 0 there is a 
Ql = Ql& Ll ,-*-, L, ; Cl ,***, cn) such that the inequalities 
have no integer solution x # 0 if Q > Q, . Again by Roth’s Theorem, 
(L, = x1 , L, = KX~ - xz ; c, = 1, c2 = -1) is a general Roth system 
if OL is an algebraic irrationality. 
From now on we shall assume that 
Now let Sa be a subspace of R” of dimension d > 0, and suppose that 
L 1 ,..., L, have rank r on Sd. If r = d, let r1 be the smallest integer such 
that L,, + 0 on S*, i.e., that Ltl has rank 1 on Sd. Let t2 be the smallest 
integer such that Ltl , L,% have rank 2 on S*; and so on. In this way we 
obtain d integers tl , t2 ,..., td . Put 
c(Sd) = Ctl + -** + ctc * (13) 
All this was under the assumption that r = d. When r < d, put 
c(Sd) = +a. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose L, ,..., L, are linear forms with real algebraic 
coescients, and cl ,.,., c, are constants subject to (9) and (12). Necessary 
and su$icient for (L, ,..., L, ; cl ,..., c,) to be a general Roth system is that 
c(P) < 0 (14) 
for every rational subspace Sd # 0. 
The necessity of the condition (14) is easy to show. Suppose that 
c(S*) > 0 for some rational subspace Sd # 0. If L1 ,..., L, have rank 
r < d on S*, then for every E > 0 there is an integer point x # 0 on Sa 
with ) L,(x)/ < E (1 & j < n), and hence for arbitrary Q > 0, 6 > 0 
there is an x # 0 with (11). Thus in this case we do not have a general 
Roth system. Assume, therefore, that L, ,..., L, have rank r = d on S*. 
Let 6 be the positive number with 2d8 = c(S*). By Minkowski’s theorem 
on linear forms, applied to the lattice of integer points on Sd, there is for 
every Q > 0 an integer point x # 0 on Sd with 
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By (12), by our choice of tl ,..., td , and since x E Sd, this implies that 
I L,(x)1 < Qc5-” (1 < j < 4, 
and hence it implies (11) if Q is sufficiently large. Thus again 
(4 ,***, L ; Cl,***, c,) is not a general Roth system. 
We now shall derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. By what we said 
above, it will suffice to prove the suficiency of (6). This inequality, with 
d = n, implies that L, ,..., L, are independent. By renaming the variables, 
if necessary, we may assume that the n forms L, ,..., L, , x1 ,..., x, are 
independent. Let us take a look at the system 
CL 1 ,**., LJ 3 Xl ,..a, &A ; Cl = -u,..., c, = -u, c,+1 = v,..., c, = v). 
(15) 
Since L, ,..., L, , x1 ,..., x, have rank n, they have rank don every subspace 
of dimension d. Let Sd be a rational subspace of dimension d, and let r be 
the rank of L, ,..., L, onSd. Then t, < t, < ... < t, < v < t,.+l < ..- -C t, 
and 
c(F) = ct, + ... + ct, + ct,+* + ... + ct, = r(-u) + (d - r) v 
= vd - nr. 
The condition (6) implies that c(F) d 0, and hence that (15) is a general 
Roth system by Theorem 2. Thus for any E > 0, the inequalities 
I ~%x)l < Q-“-’ (1 d j < 4, 1 xi j < Q"-6 (1 <i<U) 
have no integer solution x # 0 if Q is large. This implies that L, ,..., L, is 
a Roth system. 
3. INTEGER POINTS IN CERTAIN PARALLELEPIPEDS 
A set N of positive numbers will be called unbounded if there is no K 
with x < K for every x in N. 
THEOREM 3 (Subspace Theorem). Let L1 ,..., L, be independent linear 
forms in x = (x1 ,..., x,,) with real algebraic coeficients, and let cl ,..,, c, be 
constants with (9). For every Q > 0 the inequalities 
I Ldx)l < Qc5 (1 <j <n> (16) 
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define a parallelepiped II = n(Q). Denote the successive minima (in the 
sense of the Geometry of Numbers) of II by A1 = X,(Q),..., A, = X,(Q). 
Suppose there is a 6 > 0, a number d with 1 < d < n - 1 and an unbounded 
set N of positive numbers such that 
for every Q in N. 
Aa -=c &,,Q-” (17) 
Then there is a&ed rational subspace Sa of dimension d and an unbounded 
subset N’ of N such that for every Q in N’ the first d successive minima of 
n(Q) are assumed by points w1 ,..., wd in Sd. 
We are going to show that this implies Theorem 2. It will suffice to 
assume that (L, ,..., L, ; cl ,..., c,) is not a general Roth system, and to 
show that c(P) > 0 for some rational subspace Sd # 0. This is true with 
Sd = R* if L, ,..., L, are linearly dependent, and hence we may assume 
that L, ,..., L, are independent. 
Let A, ,..., A, be the successive minima of the parallelepiped n(Q) 
defined in Theorem 3. By Minkowski’s theorem on successive minima 
(See, e.g., [1, Chap. VIII, Theorem V]), we have 
with the constants in < depending only on L, ,..., L, . The assumption 
that (L, ,..., L, ; cl ,..., c,) is not a general Roth system implies the exist- 
ence of an E > 0 such that 
A1 < Q- 
for some arbitrarily large values of Q. Since A, < A, < **a < A, , and in 
view of (18), this implies that 
ha Q Xa+lQ-el(n-l) 
for some din 1 < d < n. For large Q this implies (17) with S = c/n. Thus 
there is a fixed din 1 < d < n and a fixed 6 > 0 such that (17) holds for 
every Q in some unbounded set N. 
Let Sd be the subspace in the conclusion of Theorem 3, and put 
II’(Q) = IT(Q) n S”. 
Then n’(Q) is a convex symmetric set in the space Sd. Let 
A,’ = Al’(Q),..., A,’ = x,‘(Q) 
be the successive minima of n’(Q) with respect to the lattice of integer 
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points in Sd, and let V’ = V’(Q) be the (d-dimensional) volume of II’(Q). 
By Minkowski’s theorem on successive minima, we have 
1 < A,’ ... X,‘Y’ < 1, (19) 
with the constants in < depending only on Sd. On the other hand, by 
Theorem 3, there is an unbounded subset N’ of N such that for every Q in 
N’ the first d minima of II(Q) are assumed by points in P. For these values 
of Q we have 
A,’ = h, )...) Ad’ = A, , 
and therefore by (17), (1 S), 
A,’ . . . A,’ = A, . . . jj, = (A, . . . jjd)dln (A, . . . &)(n-d)ln 
< (A, . . . Xd)Wn (hd+l . . , Xn)W Q-W-O/n 
<< Q-8d(n-d)/n = Q-, 
say. In conjunction with (19) this yields 
V’ = V’(Q) 3 Qv, (20) 
and this holds for every Q in N’. 
Define t, ,..., fd as in Section 2, i.e., let t, be the smallest integer such that 
Lfl + 0 on S”, etc. The set n’(Q) is contained in the parallelepiped n”(Q) 
in Sd consisting of points x of Sd with 
j Lti(x)j d Qc,i (1 < i < d). 
Here n”(Q) has (d-dimensional) volume 
v”<Q Ctl+*“+Chd = Q c(P) . 
This inequality, together with (20) and V’ < V”, shows that c(Sd) > q > 0. 
The following corollary to Theorem 3 will not be needed in the rest of 
the paper but is of some interest. 
COROLLARY. Suppose L, ,..., L, and cl ,..., c, are as in Theorem 3. 
Suppose there is a 6 > 0 and an unbounded set M of positive reaIs such that 
the inequalities 
have an integer solution x = x(Q) # 0 for every Q in M. Then there is a 
rational subspace Sd with 1 < d < n - 1 and an unbounded subset M’ of 
M such that x(Q) lies in Sd for every Q in M’. 
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Proof. For every Q > 0 choose independent integer points g, ,..., g, 
such that gi E A,17 (1 < i < n), and let S, be the subspace spanned by 
g1 9*--P g, . Now it is clear that for Q in M one has A, < Q-a, and hence one 
has A, > 1 if Q is large. Thus x(Q) certainly will lie in S,-., ; let k be the 
smallest integer such that x(Q) lies in S, . Then A, d Q-8, and there is a 
&>Oandadwithk<d,(n-lsuchthat 
Aa < ha+lQ-% (22) 
There is a fixed d and an unbounded subset N of M such that (22) holds for 
every Q in N. By Theorem 3 there is an unbounded subset M’ of N such 
that for Q in M’ the points g, ,..., g, lie in Sd, where Sd is a fixed subspace. 
It follows that S, = S,(Q) = Sd for Q in M’, and since x(Q) lies in S, 
with k < d, we see that x(Q) lies in 9. 
The remainder of the paper will be devoted to a proof of Theorem 3. 
The proof will be rather long and will use ideas and results of [8], which 
in turn depend on some results from [7]. 
4. DUAL BA,SES 
Let xy denote the usual inner product of points x, y of R*. Given a 
basis a1 ,..., a,, of Rn, there is a unique dual basis al*,..., a,* with 
a.a.* = afj e 3 (1 < i,j < n). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a1 , . . . , a, is a basis of determinant D, with dual basis 
* a1 ,..., a,*. Suppose b, ,.. ., b, is a basis of determinant E, with dual basis 
bl*,..., b,*. Assume that for some numbers Al ,..., h, , one has 
I a&j I < & (1 <i,j<n). (23) 
Then 
1 ai*bi* 1 < n! 1 DE 1-l h, **a hj-lAj+l a.. An (1 < i, j ,< n). (24) 
Proof. The identity 
i GwMf*y) = w 
is easily proved by the linearity of both sides in x and in y and by substitut- 
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ing the special values x = al* ,..., an* and y = a, ,..., a, . This identity 
yields 
It follows that 
ai*bj* = A,,/det A (1 < i,j d n), 
where A is the matrix with entries a,b, (1 < I, m Q n), and where Aij is 
the cofactor of asbi in this matrix. It is clear that det A = DE, and (23) 
implies that I Aij / < (n - l)! X, ... Xj-1Xj+1 ... h, . Thus 
1 ai*bj* 1 < (n - I)! / DE 1-l h, ... Xj-lXj+, ... h, (1 < i,j < 4, 
and the lemma follows. 
Let a1 ,..., a,, be vectors of determinant D # 0, and let al*,..., a,* be 
the dual vectors. The inequalities 
I a9 I < 1 (1 <i <.n) (25) 
define a parallelepiped f7 of volume 2” j D j-l, and the inequalities 
jai*xI < 1 (1 <i<n) (26) 
define a parallelepiped 17* of volume 2” 1 D I. Denote the successive minima 
of17andl7* byh, ,..., X,andbyX,* ,..., Xn*, respectively. There are linearly 
independent integer points w1 ,..., w, with wj E &l7 (1 d j d n), i.e., with 
I %Wi I < & (1 < i, j < n). (27) 
As is well known (see, e.g., the corollary to Theorem V in Chapter VIII of 
[l]), the determinant E of w, ,..., w, satisfies / E I < n! . Let wl* ,..., w,* 
be the dual basis to w1 ,..., w, . The points wl*,..., w,* are not necessarily 
integer points, but it is easy to see that Ewl*,..., Ew,* are integer points. 
By (27) and by Lemma 1 we have 
since (2” 1 D 1-l) A, a.. ;\,, < 2~ by Minkowski’s theorem on successive 
minima. Since Ewl*,..., Ew,* are independent integer points we obtain 
x1* < (n!) h,l,..., h,* < (n!) h;‘. Since 1 << I D 1-l X1 *** X, < 1 and 
1 < I D I XI* ... h,* < 1, with the constants in < depending only on n, 
we obtain &* < X& < h,*(l < i < n). We have shown the following 
result. 
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THEOREM 4 (Mahler). Suppose a, ,..., a, is a basis of R” and al*,..., a,* 
is the dual basis. Let X, ,..., h, and Al*,..., h,* be the successive minima of 
the parallelepipeds 17 and IP defined by (25) and by (26) respectively. Then 
with the constants in < depending only on n. Moreover, tf w1 ,..., w, are 
independent integer points with (27) and tfwl*,..., w,* are their duals, then 
(28) holds. 
This theorem is due to Mahler [4]. We have given a proof here since the 
last statement of the theorem will be important to us but is usually not 
stated. 
5. THE NEXT TO LAST MINIMUM 
Suppose I > 2 and let S be a nonempty subset of { 1, 2 ,..., I}. Let a1 ,..., a, 
be independent points of Rz with real algebraic coordinates, and let 
* a1 ,..., al* be the dual basis. Given positive numbers A, ,..., AZ let 17 be 
the parallelepiped defined by 
I w  I < 4 (1 < i < 0, 
and let II* be the parallelepiped given by 
1 ai*x 1 < Ai1 (1 < i < I). 
(30) 
(31) 
THEOREM 5 (Theorem on the next to last minimum). Suppose 
S; a, ,..., a, ; al* ,..., an* are as above, and suppose 6 > 0. There is a 
Q2 = Q2@; a1 ,..., a, ; S) > 0 with the following property: 
Suppose that Q > Q, and let A, ,..., A, be positive numbers with 
A,A, . . . At = 1 and max(A, ,..., At , AT1 ,..., A;l) < Q, (32) 
and with 
AiQsfz 3 1 for i ES. (33) 
Let h, ,..., At be the successive minima of theparallelepipedl7 defined by (30), 
and suppose that 
A,-, < Q-6. (34) 
Let w1 ,..., w1 be independent integer points with wj E &Il (1 < j < I), and 
let wl*,..., wt * be the dual points. 
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Then 
/ a,*~~* 1 < A;lQ-"(z-l) (1 <i<l) (35) 
with the constant in < depending only on a, ,..., a1 , and 
ai*wl* = 0 for iES. (36) 
We should say right away that only (36) is remarkable here, while (35) 
is a simple consequence of Theorem 4 and of (34): If we apply Theorem 4 
with the dual bases a& (1 < i < 1) and ai*Ai (1 < i < E), then the 
inequality (28) yields ( ai*w,* ( < I! A;lX;l(l < i < I). On the other 
hand by (34) we have h;l < X, ... hl-, < Q-““pl). 
The proof of (36) will depend rather heavily on [8]. In fact, our 
Theorem 5 is a generalization of Theorem 6 in [8]. In the latter theorem it 
was assumed that the linear forms I,,(x) = a,x,..., L,(x) = alx together 
with S were “proper,” and this implied that the set of equations 
six = 0 (i E S) 
had no solution in integer points x # 0. Hence in [8] the conclusion was 
that (34) is impossible if Q is large. Another difference is that we have 
replaced the condition Ai > 1 for i E S in [8] by the weaker condition (33). 
Our first step toward the proof of Theorem 5 is the following lemma 
which will replace Lemma 6 of [8]. 
6. A LEMMA 
LEMMA 2. Suppose S is a nonempty subset of { 1, 2 ,..., I}, and let a1 ,..., a1 
and al*,..., at* be dual bases with algebraic coordinates. Suppose 6 > 0, and 
let cl ,..., cL be real numbers with 
Cl + 'a* + cz = 0, I ci I < 1 (1 <i<Z) (37) 
and 
ci + (3&/4) t 0 for iES. (38) 
Suppose Q > 1, and let IT be the parallelepiped 
/ six 1 < Qci (1 < i < I). 
Denote the successive minima of IT by Xl ,..., hl , let w1 ,..., w1 be independent 
integer points with wj E X$7 (1 < j G l), and let wl*,..., wt* be the dual 
points. Assume that (34) holds, and assume there is an i E S with 




Qcl < I wz* I < Qcp w 
provided Q > C, . Here Ci = C@; a, ,..., a2 ; S) > 0 (i = 1,2, 3). 
Proof. By Theorem 4, applied to the dual bases 
aiQ-” (1 < i < I) and ai*Qcj (1 < i < I), 
we have 
since h;l < h, .*a hlW1 < Q-8(z-1J by (34). (The constants in < here and in 
the rest of this section depend only on a, ,..., aI .) Since I ci I < l(1 < i < l) 
and since al*,..., a,* are independent, it follows that I wI* I < Q1-8u-1). 
In particular, we have 1 wz* 1 < Qca if Q is large. As for the lower bound, 
we note that in view of (38) we have 
, ai*wz* ( < Q-W--1)+(36/4) < Q-814 (41) 
for i E S. In particular, this is true for the integer i in (39). The components 
of ai* are algebraic and generate a number field of degree di*, say. Since 
wl* has rational coordinates with denominator E, where / E ) < I! (see the 
argument in Section 4), the norm of ai*wL* satisfies I iV(ai*wc*)l > 1. The 
conjugates of ai*wl* have absolute values < 1 wz* 1 , and we obtain 
where d* is the maximum of Al*,..., Al*. In conjunction with (41) this 
shows that d* > 1 and that I wl* ld*-l > Qs14. This yields I wz* [ > Qcl 
with Cl = #/(A* - 1) if Q is large, and hence finishes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
There is an integer point m # 0 with coprime integer coordinates with 
wim = 0 (1 < i < I - 1). The point m is unique up to a factor f 1. It is 
clear that wI* = (t/E) m where t, E are rational integers with 1 < j E I < Z!. 
The number t is a divisor of E since wIwz* = (t/E) w,m = 1. Putting 
F = E/t we have 
wz* = (l/F) m with 1 <IFI ,(I! (42) 
It follows that I m I < / wI* I < I m I . Suppose m = (ml ,..., ml), and let 
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M be the linear form M(x) = mlxl + .** + mzxz . Finally put 1 A4 1 = ( m 1. 
Lemma 2 clearly implies that 
Qc4 9 I M I < Qc6 (43) 
provided Q > C, , where Ci = C@; a1 ,..., a1 ; S) > 0 (i = 4, $6). 
7. PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON THE NEXT TO LAST MINIMUM 
We shall quote Theorem 10 of [S] as Theorem lo”, etc. Our proof will be 
very much like 43.2” and $3.3” (i.e. $2 and $3 of chapter 3 of [S]). We first 
note that it will sufice to prove Theorem 5 in the case 
Ai = Qci (1 d i <I) (44) 
where c1 ,..., c1 arefixed constants subject to (37), and with (33) replaced by 
(38): 
Namely, arbitrary positive A, ,..., Al are of the type (44) with suitable 
constants c1 ,..., c1 . The conditions (32) and (33) imply (37) and 
ci + (S/2) >, 0 for i E S, but in general the constants c1 ,..., c1 will depend 
on AI ,..., AL . 
Now let N be an integer greater than 9/S, and put v = N-l; then 
0 < 7 < S/9. Write Zq for the set of integral multiples of 7. There are 
Cl’,..., ct’, all lying in 27, such that 
Cl’ + *.. + cc’ = 0 and I ci - ci’ I < 71 (1 < i < E). 
It follows that / ci’ j < 1 (1 < i < 1), and with 6, = (8/9) 6 one obtains 
ci’ + (3/4) 6, = cc’ + (2/3) 13 2 ci + (l/2) 6 t- (l/6) 6 - 7 3 0 for i E S. 
If WI )...) wz are independent integer points with 
1 a,wj I < XjA, = hjQci (1 < i, j < 1), 
then 
1 aiwj \ < hjQcif” (1 < i, j < I). (45) 
Hence by (34) the (I - l)-st minimum A’,-, of the parallelepiped 17’ 
defined by / six I < Qci’ (1 < i < I) satisfies A;-, < Al-@ < Q-8+n < Q+ . 
Furthermore by (45), the first 1 - 1 minima of 1?’ are assumed by points 
w1 I ,..., w;-~ in the hyperplane spanned by w1 ,..., wlel, and hence wi* and 
wi* are proportional. It therefore will suffice to prove the theorem with 
S replaced by 6, and with Ai = Qc*’ (1 < i < l), where ci,..., cl’ are fixed 
and are in the finite set of I-tuples with ci’ E Zq (1 < i < 1) and with (37) 
and (38). 
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Next we remark that we may assume the components of a1 ,..., aL to be 
algebraic integers, since in the general case we may replace a, ,..., a1 by 
qa, ,..., qa, where q is a natural number chosen so that the components of 
qai (1 < i < Z) are algebraic integers. 
Let M be the set of numbers Q > 1 such that the parallelepiped D(Q) 
defined by 1 six 1 < Qci (1 < i < Z) has (34) and for which (36) does not 
hold. We have to show that M is bounded. We shall assume indirectly 
that M is unbounded, and we shall derive a contradiction. 
Pick 6, with 0 < 6, < 1 and 6, < 6. Pick e > 0 small enough to 
satisfy 
1612e < 6, . (46) 
Pick an integer m so large that 
m > 4~-~ log(2kl), (47) 
where A is the maximum of the degrees di (1 < i < I) of the number 
fields generated by the coordinates of ai . Let L, ,..., L, be the linear forms 
given by Li(x) = six (1 < i < I). Pick o, Q1 ,..., Qm. and r1 ,..., r, such 
that (3.12)“-(3.21)” hold with n = I - 1, with the only difference that the 
constants C, , C, , C, in (3.15)“-(3.17)” are to be replaced by C, , C, , C, . 
The linear forms L, ,..., LI as well as E, m and r, ,..., r, satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 9”. Let P(X,, ,..., X,,) be the polynomial described 
in that theorem. Now also the hypotheses of Theorem 10” are satisfied 
with 6, in place of 6; namely, by definition of M and since Qh E M, we have 
Ai-, < Q$ < Q;‘e. Hence if whl ,..., whz are independent integer 
points with whj E h,D(Q,)(l < j < I), where Ai = Aj(Qh), then whl ,..., whn 
satisfy the condition (c)O of Theorem 10”. (Recall the notation IZ = Z - 1 
in [S]). Let AY1 ,..., M, be the linear forms described in that theorem. The 
conclusion of Theorem 10” is that 
P has index at least me with respect to (Ml ,..., AI, ; rl ,..., r,J, 
Since Qh EM, the Eq. (36) do not all hold, and we have (39) for some 
i E S. We may, therefore, apply Lemma 2, and since the form Mh depends 
on whl ,..., whlwl in the same way in which the form M at the end of 
Section 6 depended on w1 ,..., wl-r , we have (43), i.e., 
since Qh > C, by (3.15)’ and (3.19)“. In view of (3.20)“, this yields 
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whence 
with 7 = C,/C, . Furthermore, 
by (3.16)’ and (3.19)“. By Theorem 9”, the height I P / of P satisfies 
and because of (3.17)” this implies that 
By our choice of E and w  and by (3.21)“, the quantities E, m, w, rI ,..., r,, 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 lo. Also, 7, the linear forms MI ,..., &I,, 
and the polynomial P satisfy the conditions. We therefore conclude that 
P has index at most E with respect to (Ml ,..., Al, ; rl ,..., rla). 
Since m > 1, this contradicts the lower bound for the index given 
above. 
8. THE CONSTANCY OF wl* 
THEOREM 6. Suppose a, ,..., a, have real algebraic components with 
nonvanishing determinant. Suppose we have an unbounded set K of positive 
numbers Q, and with every Q E K we have associated positive numbers 
A, ,..., AL satisfying (32). Let II = Ii(Q) be the parailelepiped defined by 
(30), and let h, ,..., h, be its minima. Suppose 6 > 0 and suppose (34) holds 
for every Q in K. For every Q in K define w1 . . . . . wE and wl* ,..., wL* as in 
Theorem 5. 
There is a jxed point g and an unbounded subset K’ of K such that 
WZ * = wz*(Q) has 
*- wz -g (48) 
for every Q in K’. 
Proof. For Q in K let S = S(Q) be the set of subscripts i with (33). 
Since A,A, ... AE = 1, this set is not empty. There are only finitely many 
possibilities for S, and hence there is an unbounded subset K, of K such 
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that S(Q) is the same for every Q E K, . Changing the notation, we may 
therefore assume that for every Q in K we have S(Q) = S where S is fixed. 
Let Q be a fixed element of K with Q > Q, , where Q, is the constant of 
Theorem 5. Since (32), (33), (34) are true with Q = Q, we have (36): The 
point sz* = wL*(Q) has ai*& * = 0 for every i ES. Thus there is an 
integer point b # 0 with coprime components such that 
af*h = 0 for iES. (49) 
This point h will be fixed in the sequel. 
Now suppose Q E K is large. Again we may apply Theorem 5, and 
WL * = we*(Q) satisfies (35) and (36). Let X1*,..., hi* be the successive 
minima of the parallelepiped IT* defined by (31). We have & < Q-6 by 
(34) and hence h,* > Q8 by Theorem 4. Hence if Q is large we have 
h,* > 1 and the integer points in 17* = n*(Q) are proportional to each 
other. 
We saw in (42) that there is an integer F with 1 < 1 F 1 < I! such that 
Fwl* is an integer point. Moreover, for large Q the point Fwl* lies in II* 
by (35). On the other hand, we note that I ai*h I < 1 (1 < i < 1) since h 
is fixed. For i $ S we have AiQsJz < 1 and therefore 
1 ai*h 1 < 1 < AalQ-““. 
In view of this and of (49) we see that h lies in I7* if Q is large. Hence 
Fwl* and h are proportional, and by (42) and since both m and h have 
coprime integer coordinates, we obtain m = fh and 
WL * = f(l/F)h. 
The number of possibilities for the factor -J-(1/F) is finite, and hence there 
is a fixed point g such that (48) holds for every Q in some unbounded 
subset K’ of K. 
9. DAVENPORT'S LEMMA 
LEMMA 3 (Davenport). Let a, ,..., a1 be independent, and let /\I ,..., hz 
denote the successive minima of the parallelepiped l7 defined by 
Suppose p1 ,..., pr satisfy 
(50) 
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and 
p1& < PA Q ... < pJ, . (51) 
Then, after a suitable permutation of a1 ,..., a,, the successive minima 
Xl’,..., A,’ of the new parallelepiped 17’ given by 
pi I a6 I < 1 (1 < i < 1) 
satisfy 
2-‘Xjpj < Aj’ < 2t21! Xjpj (1 < j < 0. (52) 
Moreover, let w1 ,..., wt be independent integer points with wj E AJI, i.e., 
with 1 aiwj 1 < Aj (1 < i, j < 1). Then every integer point w which is not in 
the subspace Tj-l spanned by w1 ,..., Wj-1 has 
maxh I alw I ,..., PI I w I) >, 2-'pjxj . 
A result of this type was first used by Davenport [2]. 
(53) 
Proof. This lemma, with some minor differences, was stated and 
proved as Lemma 7 in [8]. It was stated in terms of the linear forms 
L,(x) = alx,..., L,(x) = alx. It is clear from homogeneity that the restric- 
tions in [8] that L1 ,..., Lz have determinant 1 and that plpz ... pl = 1 are 
completely immaterial. 
The last statement of our lemma was not explicitly mentioned in the 
enunciation of Lemma 7 in [8]. But the inequality (53) did occur in the 
proof on line 5 of page 45. 
10. THE LAST Two MINIMA 
THEOREM 7. Suppose a1 ,..., a2 have real algebraic coordinates with 
nonvanishing determinant, and suppose c1 ,..., ct are reals with 
Cl + ..- + Cl = 0 and I ci / < 1 (1 < i f 1). (54) 
Let A, ,..., A, be the successive minima of the parallelepiped II(Q) defined by 
I w I < Qcs (1 < i < 1). (55) 
Let w1 ,..., wt be independent integer points with wj E AjI7 (1 < j < l), and 
let wl*,..., w&* be the dual basis. 
Suppose 6 > 0 and suppose every Q in some unbounded set M has 
At-, < X,Q-“. (56) 
64x/3/3-2 
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Then there is a fixed point g such that 
wz * = w,*(Q) = g (57) 
for every Q in some unbounded subset M’ of M. 
Remarks. This theorem is very much like Theorem 6 except that (34), 
i.e., Xz-, < Qe6, is now replaced by the weaker condition (56). Also, the 
numbers Ai in Theorem 6 are now replaced by Qcd (1 < i < I). There is a 
certain fluctuation in our proofs between arbitrary numbers Ai and 
numbers Ai of the type Ai = Qci (1 < i < 1) with fixed c1 ,..., cz . In 
particular, Theorem 2 can only be formulated in terms of fixed c1 ,..., cz , 
and in general there is no point in going to the case of arbitrary A, ,..., AZ . 
But in order to prove Theorem 7 we shall need Theorem 6 with arbitrary 
A 1 ,..., At , and hence also Theorem 5 had to be done with arbitrary 
A, ,..., AZ. On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 5 had first to be 
reduced to the special case with Ai = Qci (1 < i < l). 
Proof. Put p0 = (h& ... hz-2X~Ml)1/z and 
p1 = polh ,***,pz-1 = Pol~z-19 but PZ = polhz-1. 
Then (50), (51) and 
PlPZ ‘.‘& = 1 (58) 
hold. By Davenport’s lemma there is a permutation tl ,..,, t, of l,..., I such 
that the successive minima Al’,..., XI’ of the parallelepiped 17’ given by 
( six ( < Q”‘p;‘(= Ai , say) (1 e i < I), 
satisfy (52). In particular, we have 
A;-, < pz-Jr--l = p. < (hJ&)1’z < Q-“‘I 
(59) 
(60) 
by (56), with the constants in < depending only on a1 ,..., al . 
Now since a, ,..., az are independent, we have 
m=(l alx I,..., I a,x I) 9 1 x I 2s 1 Z Qci-’ (1 <i <<I) 
for every integer point x # 0, and this shows that A1 > Q-l. On the other 
hand, the basis vectors e, ,..., e, satisfy ( ate3 ( < 1 < Qcd+l (1 < i, j < I), 
.and this yields h, < Q. We have p1 = h;‘po < h;l(~z-,/hz)l/Z < h;l < Q 
and pz = h;.so > &?l(~z--l/hl)l/z 3 A;’ > Q-l. Hence in view of (50) we 
obtain 
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and the quotients Ai = Q”~p$ satisfy Q-2 < Ai < Q2 (1 < i < 1). Since 
ci + ... + c1 = 0, and by (59, we have 
44 . . . AZ = 1 and max(A, ,..., Al , AT1 ,..., A;l) < Q”. (61) 
Further, for every large Q in M we have 
A;-, < Q--36/(40 = (Q3)-“3 (62) 
by (60), with 6, = a/(41). The hypotheses of Theorem 6 are thus satisfied 
with 6, in place of 6 and with K consisting of all large numbers Q3 with Q 
in M. Let wl’ ,..., wl’ be independent integer points with wi’ E h,‘fl’ 
(1 < ,i < I), and let w;* ,..., w;* be their duals. By Theorem 6 there is 
some unbounded subset M, of M such that 
for every Q in MI , where g’ is fixed. 
Let P-l be the subspace generated by w1 ,..., wzml . By the last assertion 
in Davenport’s lemma we see that for every integer point w  6 P1, 
On the other hand, we have hi-, Q Q-s/2 by (60). Hence We’,..., wiPl must 
lie in P-l. Thus w  1 ,..., wzml and wl’ ,..., W;-~ span the same space, and 
wl* and wi* are proportional. By (42) we may write wl* = (l/F) m and 
‘* = (l/F’) m with 1 < I F I < I! and 1 < ) F’ ] < I! . Thus 
t:* = (F’/F) w;” = (F’/F) g’. The number of possibilities for the factor 
F/F’ is finite, and hence there is a fixed g and an unbounded subset M’ of 
M, such that wl* = g for every Q in M’. 
11. GRASSMANN ALGEBRA 
No prior knowledge of this subject is needed here, since we shall 
develop everything from the beginning. A more thorough discussion may 
be found in [3]. Let e, = (1, 0 ,..., 0) ,..., e, = (0,O ,..., 1) be the standard 
basis vectors of R”. 
Let Ron be the vector space of real numbers with the ordinary metric. 
This space has 1 as a basis vector. For 1 < p < IZ, consider all formal 
expressions 
et, A et, A *-. A eil, (63) 
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with integers 1 < il < iz < *a- < iD d n. There are 
(64) 
such expressions. Let R,” be the I-dimensional vector space generated by 
the symbols (63). The elements x (~1 of R,” will be called p-vectors. We 
shall denote p-vectors by x(p), y(p) etc. or by x, , y0 etc. 
Write C(n, p) for the set of p-tuples of integers il ,..., i, with 
1 <iI< ... < iP < n. For u = {il < a** < i,} in C(n, p) let e, be the 
vector (63). The 1 vectors e, form a basis of RDn. Put 
e,e, = 6,, = I 1 if u=r 0 otherwise 
for any elements u, T of C(n, p), and use linearity to extend this to an inner 
product on RPn. With this inner product, RDn becomes a Euclidean space. 
For convenience of notation we shall allow more general expressions 
ejl A eja A . -a A ejs , where 1 <j, < n (k = l,...,p) with arbitrary 
p 3 1, with the convention that such an expression is 0 if j, = j, for some 
h # k (so, in particular, it will be 0 ifp > n), and that it is plus or minus 
(63) if j, ,...,j, is obtained from a p-tuple il < is < *-- < i, by an even 
or by an odd permutation. 
The direct sum G, = R,” 0 Rln @ se* @ R,” is a vector space of 
dimension 2”. We define a product A in G, by the formulas 1 A 1 = 1, 
and 
and by extending the definition by linearity to any two vectors of G, . With 
this product G, becomes an associative algebra, the Grassmann or exterior 
algebra of R”. 
For any vectors x1 ,..., x, in Rn with 1 < p < n, the vector 
X1 A *** A X, (67) 
is a p-vector. A p-vector of the type (67) is called decomposable. Suppose 
that xi = (& ,..., fin) = & Sue* (1 < i < p). Then it is easy to see 
that (67) equals Cs,e,, where the summation is extended over all (I in 
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C(n, p) and where the coefficients &, are the p x p-determinants I & j 
with 1 < i < p and with j E u. For example, if n = 4 and p = 2, we 
have 
It is easy to see that the vector (67) is 0 precisely if x1 ,..., x, are linearly 
dependent. We have rhe Laplace identity 
(Xl A ... A X,)(Yl * . .. A y,) = det(x;yJ (1 -G i, j < p). (68) 
Here the Ieft side is the inner product of two p-vectors, and the right side 
is ap x p-determinant whose entries are inner products in R”. The Laplace 
identity is easily proved by using the linearity of both sides in the 2p 
vectors x1 ,..., yP . 
LEMMA 4. Suppose x1 ,..., x, and y1 ,..., yp are sets of p independent 
points in Rn. Thepoints x(P) = x1 A ... A x, andy(pj = y1 A ... A yp of R,” 
are proportional, i.e., 
y’P’ = Xx(P) 7 (69) 
$and only ifxl ,..., x, and y1 ,..., yz, span the same subspace in R”. 
Proof. Let Sp be the subspace spanned by x1 ,..., x, . If y1 ,.,., yp lie in 
SD, then clearly (69) holds. Conversely, suppose we have (69). Since 
Yl ,..., yP are independent, we have X # 0. It is clear that 
x A (Xl A .*- I\ x,) = x I\ x(P) = 0 
precisely if x lies in P. Since yi h x (p) = A-*(y, A yip)) = 0, we see that 
yi lies in SP (1 < i < p). 
LEMMA 5. Let a1 ,..., a,, be a basis of Rn. Suppose 1 < p < n, and for 
u = (il < * .. < i,} in C(n, p) put 
a, = a(, A *a- A ai, . (70) 
Then the I = (“,) vectors a, with u E C(n, p) are a basis of RDn. Zf a1 ,..., a, 
have determinant 1, then so do the vectors a, . 
Moreover, let al*,..., a,, * be the basis of Rn which is dual to a1 ,..., a, , 
andfor B = (il < .*. < i,> in C(n, p) put 
(a*)o = ai*, A *a- h a:. (71) 
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Let (a,)* with o E C(n, p) be the basis of R,” which is dual to the basis of 
vectors a, with u E C(n, p), i.e., suppose that 
ah,>* = L . 
Then 
(a,>* = (a*>, . (72) 
ProoJ Since e, ,..., e, are linear combinations of a, ,..., a, , the vectors 
e, with 0 E C(n, p) are linear combinations of the vectors a, with u E C(n, p). 
Hence the vectors a, do form a basis of R,“. If a, ,..., an have determinant 
D, then by the theory of compound matrices the vectors a, (cr E C(n, p)) 
have determinant Dt, where t = (:I:). We have a,(a*), = &,, by the 
Laplace identity, and hence we have (72) by the uniqueness of the dual 
basis. 
12. MAHLER'S THEORY OF COMPOUND BODIES 
Let a1 ,..., a, be points of R” with determinant 1. The inequalities 
I w  I < 1 (1 < i G n) 
define a parallelepiped 17 of volume 2”. Suppose 1 < p < n. For 
u = {il < .*a < ip} in C(n, p) define a,, by (70). By Lemma 5 the vectors a, 
have determinant 1, and the inequalities 
Iax@)( < 1 D (u E m, P)) 
define a parallelepiped 17(P) in RDn of volume 2z where 1 = (3. This 
parallelepiped is closely related to Mahler’s p-th compound body of IT 
(see [5]), and may be called the p-th pseudocompound of 17. 
Let A1 ,..., A, be the successive minima of 17, and for T in C(n, p) put 
(73) 
There is an ordering TV , r2 ,..., r1 of the elements of C(n,p) such that 
A,, < he d *** < A,, . (74) 
Now let w, ,..., w, be independent integer points such that wj lies in 
A& i.e., that 
I am I < 4 (1 < i, j < n). (75) 
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For 7 = {jr < ... < j,} in C(n, p), put w, = wjl A .-* A wj . By Laplace’s 
identity (68), a,w, is equal to the p x p-determinan; 1 aiwj j with 
i E 0, j E T. Hence in view of (75) we obtain 
I a,w, I ,< P!& (0, 7 E C(n, PN. 
Thus we obtain the following result due to Mahler [5]. 
(76) 
THEOREM 8. Suppose the parallelepiped II with minima h, ,..., h, and 
the p-th pseudocompound n(p) with minima v1 ,..., v1 are de$ned as above. 
Also let w . . . . . w, and w, be points as above. Then (76) holds and we have 
Here the constants in Q depend only on n. 
Proof. The points w, with 7 E C(n, p) are 1 independent integer points, 
and hence we have vi < p!h,, by (74) and (76). The lower bound for vi 
follows from 1 < v1 
where t = CI:). 
... v1 < i and from 1 < I$=, hTi = (A, ... A,$ Q 1, 
13. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We clearly may restrict ourselves to the case when L, ,..., L, have 
determinant 1. There are vectors a, ,..., a, with real algebraic components 
of determinant 1 such that Li(x) = six (1 < i < n). Suppose (17) holds 
for some arbitrarily large values of Q. Put 
p=n-d. (78) 
For (T = {il < ... < i,} in C(n, p), define a, by (70) and put 
Then 
c, = c ci . (79) 
ieo 
c c, = 0 and I c, I <P for u E C(n, p). 030) 
OEC(%P) 
We now apply the theory of the last section to the points 
Q-clal ,..., Q-cna, . The parallelepiped I7 given by I six I < Q”” (1 < i < n) 
has a p-th pseudocompound II(*) given by 
1 a,x(“) I < Q”” (u 6 Ch ~1). (81) 
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Denote the successive minima of 17(p) by v1 ,..., V~ . It is clear that in (74) 
we may take TV = {n -p + 1, n - p + 2 ,..., n} = {d + 1, d + 2 ,..., n} 
and ~~-r = {n -p, n - p + 2 ,..., n} = {d, d + 2 ,..., n}. By Theorem 8 
we have 
and 
and (17) yields vzml < vzQ+. In particular, we have 
if Q is large. 
VI-~ < v~Q-~I= (82) 
Next we shall apply Theorem 7 to the vectors a, and constants c, and to 
the parallelepiped 17 (p). The conditions (80) replace (54). It does not matter 
that we have 1 c, 1 < p < 1, for Theorem 7 clearly remains valid with 
1 ci 1 < 1 in (54) replaced by 1 ci I < 1. The inequality (82) replaces (56). 
Let VP),..., viP) be independent integer points in R,” with v:“) E v,lP’) 
(1 < j < I), and let VP)*,..., vI M)* be their duals. The conclusion is that 
there is a fixed go’) such that 
vz (d* = @j*(Q) = g(S) 
for every Q in some unbounded subset N’ of N. 
Let WI ,..., w, be independent integer points of Ra with wi E A$ 
(1 <j<n),andforT={j1<***<j9}inC(n,p)putw,=wjl A ... A wj.. 
By Theorem 8 we see that 
for 0, T in C(n, p) with r # rz = {d + 1, d + 2 ,..., n}. Since vz-r < vzQm8, 
this implies that the I - 1 vectors w, with 7 # 7z span the same subspace 
(9’ as v1 ,..., vi!;. Hence the vectors (w,,)* and vi”)* are proportional, and in 
view of (72) the vectors (w*),~ and vj”‘* are proportional. Thus for every 
Q in N’ we have 
(w*),l = w,*,, A *** A w,* = hg”‘. 
By Lemma 4 this implies that there is a fixed subspace S* of dimension 
p = n - d such that w$+~ ,..., w, * lie in S* when Q EN’. Let Sd be the 
orthogonal complement to S*. Whenever w,*,, ,..., w,* lie in S*, the 
points w1 ,..., wd lie in Sd. Hence for every Q in N’, the points w1 ,..., wd lie 
in Sd. 
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